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SmartPanics

Integral security and prevention 
system for health care companies

Panic button

Why have we brought monitoring 
security to smartphones? 

SmartPanics - Alerts sent from smartphones

SoftGuard is a comprehensive alarm monitoring platform for health care companies.
The SoftGuard system receives and manages alarms coming from fixed targets (medical 
offices, administrative offices, hospitals, clinics, etc) and mobile targets (ambulances, 
mobile surveillance units, medical visiting vehicles, smartphones, etc.).

Smartphones offer huge possibilities when used as personal emergency warning devices. 
They let you multiply subscribers’ individual protection if something happens, either for a 
risk situation, medical assistance, incidents or just to prevent them. 

The alerts sent by users through their smartphones will be received at the health care 
company’s monitoring center via Internet or SMS to be managed by the operators 
immediately.

These events will include the position of the device by the internal methods of the 
smartphone, which will be shown to the operator in the Web Monitoring module. The 
advanced video function will allow the user to send an image of the emergency from the 
smartphone camera. 

In addition, the application allows bidirectional audio sending through a phone call and 
SMS sending with the event data also to be attended at the control room. 

Each person can count on the application once downloaded from the corresponding stores 
or markets without the need to buy an anti-panic button.

Because people always take it wherever they go. It "creates a 
sense of security"

Because it doesn’t need extra maintenance or 
technical support, the main cost of the monitoring 
center

Because it admits incorporating new functions every day

Because they have multiple communication channels = "Redundancy"

Because a smartphone is a very powerful piece of hardware and doesn’t represent 
an investment cost for the service provider.

Security at the reach of your hand
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SmartPanics

Send alerts anytime,
anywhere
My Alerts - Reporting system

My messages

Complaints and queries panel through the SmartPanics App. This system allows the 
company to offer users 12 fully customizable buttons to report incidents, for example: 
make appointments, pay the monthly fee, ask for a doctor’s visit, check affiliated 
pharmacies, etc. All queries or reports can be viewed in the system in order to be 
monitored and administrated, allowing the categorization, traceability and elaboration of 
statistics.

Through the SmartPanics App the company can send notifications by 
push messages to all their users, for example: notification of new 
providers, benefits for members, special health conferences, etc. This 
service is included within the SmartPanics App.

Online Surveys
Through push notifications, health companies will now be able to 
make questions to all their affiliates. The user will open the notification 
and will immediately be directed to the screen in order to reply. All the 
answers will be received in the system for further analysis, where you 
can obtain reports such as response rates and graphics by gender, age, 
etc.

SmartPanics grants:
• Loyalty from your customers.

• The possibility to offer a tool to the member to be attended in case of accidents or emergencies and to prevent them.

• A fast way to notify emergency events.

• The chance to offer an extra incentive to your clients.

• Having a great tool for seniors.

• Being a company at the forefront of technology and connected 24 hours with its affiliates.

MIS MENSAJES

Ambulance  Invoice request Credential
request

Affiliated
pharmacies

Affiliates
clinics

Make an 
appointment
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VigiControl

ventas@softguard.com

Staff control
System for the control of rounds with online monitoring for staff.
This powerful tool controls and audits the actions of the medical visitor, health assistant 
and home care staff: position report validated via GPS, control alert, report of incidents 
during the round, sending of photos, audio and video clips from the smartphone. All this 
and much more received online at the monitoring center 24/7, 365 days a year.

VigiControl is a multi-link application that ensures the alerts sending via TCP-IP, either by 
WiFi or by data network (GPRS-LTE), as well as SMS sending when the data network is not 
available.

• Allows staff to send panic events to the monitoring center with data such as:
location, image, audio, notes and videos.

• Staff presence control with the "Control" button programmed to send a
notification from time to time to users, who must cancel the alarm to confirm they are 
fine.

• Arrival or departure marker to check the rounds are fulfilled.

• Online assignment of a location where the presence of a provider is required.
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Medical visit to affiliate n° 33752 fullfiled
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